Jack Anthony watches one of the Olympians high jump.

Photo by Mariah Macon.
The Special Olympics is a global organization that offers year-round sports training and competition for people with intellectual disabilities. The organization’s goal is to help people with intellectual disabilities develop physical fitness, experience joy, and share friendship and skills with others. The Special Olympics also aims to create a world where everyone is accepted and welcomed, regardless of ability or disability.

Photos by Mariah Macon.

Photos by Mariah Macon.
JAG'S COFFEE CART BBQ

James Overton and Daryius Williams

Quincy Jenkins

Aiden Brandes

Photos of BBQ provided by Nikki Waaren.

Photos by Brian House.
Field Day
2024

Laron Spencer plays basketball at Field Day.

Photo by Colette Morton,
Nery Maclas and Hasani Kelley punch the bag at each other as Chris Jones watches.

Photo by Colette Morton,
Mya Cruz Cadell

Giant inflatable balls to crawl in are called zorb balls, human hamster balls, human bubble balls, or OGOs (Outdoor Gravity Orbs).

Photo by Colette Morton,
Nery Maclas, Mariah Macon, Eliana Kasumovic, and Hasani Kelley show off their carnival wins.

Photos by Colette Morton.
Shkayla Dickson and Kasmira Braggs enjoy the day.

Photo by Colette Morton.
Kayden Dodd has the perfect shirt for the gaming center.

Photo by Colette Morton.
David Harris, Officer Hart, Robert Watson, and Tyrese Rhone play video games in the X Box truck.

Photo by Colette Morton.

Photo by Colette Morton.
Top: Matthew Caruso enjoys tug of war between classes.
*Photos by Colette Morton.*
Dewitt Carter pets Donut the chinchilla as Dolores Barfield holds Gateway's newest addition.

Photo by Colette Morton.
JROTC BOY SCOUT EVENT

BEAUMONT SCOUT RESERVATION

Dante Clay and Amelia Bryant scale the climbing wall.

Photo by Joseph Schramm.
Michael Stemmler knows how to make learning fun. Desiree Johnson is seen enjoying Firefighting class.

*Photo provided by Desiree Johnson.*
Jordon Sanchez and Staci Sutton are pictured designing sets for Kathleen Scarborough's Speech class. The piano features individually sculpted faces, designed by students. The "wallpaper" was stenciled by the class.

*Photo provided by Scarborough.*
Cathy Branson serves Elizabeth Herbert and Logan Allgood cake provided by June Berry for teacher appreciation day.

Photos by Colette Morton.
Marcus Hope meets Little Bee for the first time.

Photo by Colette Morton
Tamara Johnson is a contemporary American artist known for her innovative sculptures. She often explores the interplay between natural and artificial environments. Her work is being exhibited at the Saint Louis Art Museum where students were able to work with her to create their own art.

Photos by Colette Morton.
Congratulations CLASS OF 2024

Journey Riggs-Shorter sang at graduation.

Top: William Colston gives a commencement speech. Bottom: Jade Vaughn smiles for the camera.

Photos by Sam Hornburg (top) and Mariah Macon.
Left: Kaden Jones, Giovani Arriaga, and Jayleon Starks show off their diplomas.

Left: Staci Sutton poses with her mom and dad.

Right: Emily Sanchez Leyva and her mother enjoy post-ceremony photos together.

Photos by Grace Arriaga.

Photos by Sam Hornburg.
Alyssa Bass

Shamarri MacLin and family.

Photos by Mariah Macon.
Axel and Sam Hornburg with their parents. Photo provided by Sam Hornburg.

Krishma Tamang and Alina Khadka Chhetri. Photo provided by Alina Khadka Chhetri.
Oliver Nicishatse
ECA

Ashley Nguyen
Gateway Stem

Valedictorian
Zoyia Catching and Trey Shelton.
Photo provided Trey Shelton.
Daisheneh Perry, William Colston, Ashley Nguyen, Alina Khadka Chhetri, and Nhi Nguyen.
Gateway were enrolled in eight different AP classes this year. Josh Torres-Wedding's students are seeing preparing for their test on May 15th. Top: Avin Pham and Donovan Thomas give a thumbs up to their feelings about the test. Bottom: Qunoot Al Sultani preps the class.

Photos by Colette Morton.
Farewell to

Thomas Johnston

Celebrating Fourteen Years with SLPS
Tylin Moore, Isaiah Warren, Anthony Rayner, and Trent Shelton (seen above) will be running the 4 X100 relay and Juan Washington (seen left) for the triple jump. Photo provided by Sean Kenny.
Wedding homework.

Ceris homework.

Counselor Pass

Pass.Liga

RP Pass

We Out!!

Gateway STEM High School
Class of 2024